Step 2: Sizzling Starts

Action Activities

**Action Activity**

**Discovering Different Styles**

Using the 5 styles – Action, Intrigue, Dialogue, Humour and Moment of Change – allow students to hunt for as many text starts they can find that use that particular style. Give them bonus marks for varying mediums such as TV, books, movies, YouTube and magazines, as well as text type such as informative, narrative and persuasive.

Collate them together and discover how often these styles (or others) pop up in everything from a 30 second ad, to a full-length book or movie.

**Taking it further**

**The Complete Seven Steps**

Discover the Seven Steps that transform words on a page into convincing arguments, informative texts or imaginative worlds. Learn what makes writing great, what NAPLAN is looking for and how to teach it.

In the process, you’ll discover every students’ true potential by taking the complexity out of writing, unlock their curiosity allowing them to become active learners, listeners and sharers and finally create your dream classroom filled with students begging you to let them write.

Attend a [Seven Steps Workshop](#) today and Inspire Great Writing tomorrow.